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Introduction

Modern software development and delivery is always getting faster. 
And it’s not just that code needs to get to customers faster, it’s that 
it also has to be done with less risk. At first, this seems like a very 
difficult task - but people are smart, and as a solution, came the 
advent of feature flags.

This eBook will serve as an entry point into the world of feature 
flags. Think of it as a 101 course. In the contents, you’ll find an 
overview of what feature flags are, how to think about them, and 
why both engineers and businesspeople find them valuable. In 
addition, you’ll also learn about how to get started with a feature 
flag system, and key things to look out for once you operationalize. 
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What Are 
Feature Flags?

A relative newcomer to the software delivery world, feature flags provide value to any 
team that wants to ship code faster while reducing risk. But what are they exactly? 
And what are some ways to think about them?

Feature flags are a way that developers can conditionally turn certain sections of their 
code on or off. You can think of feature flags as an extension of Continuous Delivery 
- a way to put changes into production behind a flag and turn them on in a controlled 
way later (or hide and remove them in the same way). In fact, even incomplete 
features can be pushed to production, because feature flags separate deployment 
from release.

But you can also think of feature flags as a new way to think about building and 
releasing applications - by clearly defining features and components that can be 
changed and toggled on and off individually, you allow for experimentation, controlled 
rollouts to different users, as well letting more people (like PMs, sales, and support) 
turn things on and off for customers.

If we want to simplify even further, feature flags essentially create private swim lanes 
for developers where they can ship a feature directly to customers and then have 
control over who sees it, get feedback, and turn it on and off as needed. It’s like a light 
switch (albeit a pretty complex one)!

Devs don’t have to push everything onto a massive pile of other features waiting to deploy.
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Let’s look at the way that software is traditionally delivered in CI/CD. The result of CI, 
or Continuous Integration, is an Artifact, which is a fancy way of saying some code (e.g. 
feature, update, bugfix) that is ready to ship to customers. And CD, or Continuous Delivery, 
is the process by which an Artifact is deployed to production and end users. 

If we scale that up, an individual deployment in CD will ship multiple Artifacts to production. 
In the context of a 2-week sprint, there might be ten different Artifacts that are ready, each 
one at a different time. However, it doesn’t matter how soon the passenger arrives at the 
station, the train only leaves at a set time. This means that all ten Artifacts will be pushed to 
production at the same time, all verified or approved as ready to go out to users. 

Now, what happens if there is a problem with one of the Artifacts? The whole deployment 
has to be rolled back, even if the other nine Artifacts are working exactly as intended. This 
actually has a number of consequences to both the engineering team and to the business.

— 
The Tie-In to 
the Software 
Delivery 
Lifecycle

Waiting to Deploy

This is where feature flags come in to separate deployment from release. Previously, the 
lowest level of control was at the deployment level. Feature flags shift the lowest level 
of control to each individual Artifact that’s in production - even more granular than the 
production deployment. And for the one of ten that had issues, you can just turn it off so it 
stops impacting users. Meanwhile, the other nine stay in production and keep users happy. 
No rollback, no firefight, no war room. Pretty powerful stuff. 

Deploy

Consequences:

Feature release date determined by Dev instead of business

Slower development of new features

Can’t test multiple solution implementations

No way to, or very cumbersome to, release individual features to production

Rollback good features due to poor implementation of some features
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“Feature flags shift the lowest level of control to each 
individual Artifact that’s in production - even more 
granular than the production deployment.”

So, feature flags are a pretty powerful notion. Let’s take a deeper look at both the 
technical and business impact of the use of feature flags. Thankfully it’s pretty 
straightforward, so we can keep this bit relatively short and easy to digest.

The Impact of 
Feature Flags
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These are the benefits that feature flags bring to engineering teams:

- Shift responsibility to the business to determine the release date of features;
- Release new features faster and iterate rapidly without negative consequences;
- Test multiple solution implementations simultaneously to determine best approach;
- Easily release individual features to production daily;
- Never roll back a good, new feature due to a different bad feature.

Ultimately, the use of feature flags results in the following outcomes for technical teams 
(and happier developers): 

- Increased feature velocity; 
- More features shipped; 
- More bugs fixed; 
- Less time spent remediating feature failures in prod; 
- Less time spent coordinating releases; 
- Less time spent auditing for compliance.

— 
Value of  
Feature Flags

— 
Positive 
Outcomes

— 
The 
Technical 
Impact

At a high level, feature flags give more power and control to developers to create more 
- and better - features, faster. At the same time, they ensure that engineering is not the 
bottleneck for the business in having to make changes for individual customers, or for 
ensuring a perfect production deployment for every new feature or update.

What are some of the key challenges that feature flags solve? In general, the challenges 
revolve around release governance, control over user experience, and deployment 
issues:

-  Difficulty with creating granular rule sets or operations concerning who to release to 
and when;

- Lots of feature branches in development;
- Inability to test multiple solution implementations;
- Risk associated with making decisions on what to build and how to build it;
- Difficulty managing large amounts of features and keeping production tidy;
- No way to, or very cumbersome to, release individual features to production;
- Rollbacks due to failed deployments of individual features.

— 
Key  
Challenges
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What are some of the key challenges that feature flags solve? In general, the challenges 
revolve around the feature release process, risk management, and cost/revenue 
impact: 
 
-   Friction between engineering release timelines and product/marketing release timelines;
- Negative customer impact due to release quality issues;
- Keeping up with the pace of feature releases by competitors in their market;
- Rollbacks or roll forwards that cost the business time and money;
- Lots of time and effort spent on managing what will go out in a release;
-  Difficulty mapping costs, performance, or business impact to individual feature releases;
- Lack of governance, approvals, and verification processes;
- Risk associated with making decisions on what features to build;
-  Workflow interruptions when PM or customer-facing roles need engineering to turn things 

on or off.

— 
Key 
Challenges

These are the benefits that feature flags bring to the business: 
 
- Deploy features more frequently than on the production release cycle; 
- Minimize risk for feature rollouts such as negative customer impact or need to roll back; 
- Maximize feature impact for customers by testing solutions with customers directly; 
- Ensure governance and compliance around release process and lifecycle management; 
- Shift control of feature releases to customer-facing teams.

Ultimately, the use of feature flags results in the following outcomes for the business: 
    
   - Higher NPS or CSAT; 
   - Increase in net retention rate; 
   - Lower churn rate; 
   - Less exploitation of security loopholes; 
   - Fewer fines for non-compliance with regulation.

— 
Value of  
Feature Flags

— 
Positive 
Outcomes

— 
The Business 
Impact

Because feature flags decouple deployment from release, the business is given control 
over when users or customers will see a feature. No more engineering bottlenecks, no 
more annoyed customers, and no more scrambling from engineering, marketing, and 
sales to meet a deployment deadline. For the business, it means shipping features faster, 
incurring less risk, and keeping both internal developers and external customers happier.
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When to Use 
Feature Flags

There are a few ways to look at when you should use feature flags. Here, we’ll explore 
what kinds of use cases they’re good for. Another way to look at it is when your tech 
stack is ready for feature flags, but that’s a topic for a different day (also, the simple 
answer is that you can use feature flags at any time, no matter how simple or mature your 
software delivery process is).

DEVELOPERS
Decouple release and deployment

INCREASE
VELOCITY

PM
A/B test, learn and experiment quickly

CONTROL 
RELEASES 

DEVOPS
Respond to rollout issues automatically

OPERATIONAL 
CONTROL

SALES / SUPPORT
Empower customer-facing teams

CUSTOMER 
ACCESS
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Feature flags are great for users across the organization beyond product and 
engineering. For sales and support teams, feature flags provide a way for them to 
directly manage betas and new features for their customers, and to track down who’s 
using what in case of any issues. For management, flags can provide new forms of 
visibility into what’s happening in development and how new features are being tested 
with users. In addition, the business is able to create and enforce governance and 
standardization in ways they couldn’t before.

Actually, it goes even beyond just plain old feature flags. Because Harness Feature 
Flags is part of the Harness Software Delivery Platform, the business (and of course, 
Engineering), is able to do things like enforce governance across the whole software 
delivery lifecycle from CI to CD to Feature Flags, create end-to-end software pipelines, 
and build robust business intelligence dashboards that can show performance, velocity, 
or DORA metrics across the whole SDLC.

— 
Other Parts  
of the 
Business

97%

30

65%

18

&

vs

People oftentimes consider feature flags either an engineering tool, or a tool for product 
managers. The reality is, it’s both. Flags can help software development and DevOps 
teams lower their overhead and increase their velocity, and they can help product 
managers better control releases, coordinate launch timings, and create a feedback loop 
more effectively.

Research indicates that 95% of engineering leaders want to implement a feature flag 
solution for themselves. This comes on the back of 97% of leaders saying they’re under 
pressure to deliver faster, and 65% saying they find it difficult to achieve that velocity 
increase in a safe manner. It’s abundantly clear that engineering teams are likely the 
biggest beneficiaries of implementing and using a feature flag solution, and indeed, they 
tend to be the primary users. When they do implement a feature flag solution, they end 
up delivering 66% more features per application per year!

Under pressure to deliver faster & find it 
difficult to accomplish safely

Average features delivered per application 
per year (12 days vs. 20 days)

— 
Product & 
Engineering

95%
Want to implement a 
feature flag solution

Survey respondents
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Getting started with feature flags is fast and easy - especially compared to a lot of 
developer tools that can take more time to integrate into your workflow. 

You can usually find one or two easy wins with feature flags and get them working with 
just a few commands. Before diving into that though, let’s look at how to best plan ahead.

Before getting started, we recommend you have a brief discussion with your team to 
outline a good initial use case for feature flags. Some common ones are:

- Show or hide a button to access a new feature;
- Test a UI change;
- Try a new call to action to see how it performs; 
- Let users opt into an experimental use case.

Once you have picked a good initial use case, the next conversation to have is where 
you’ll implement the flag - meaning primarily in the front end, the back end, or a mix? The 
reason for this is because feature flags use SDKs you install in your code, and you’ll use 
different SDKs depending on the language of each service.

How to Get Started

— 
Before 
Getting 
Started
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Target target = 

  Target.builder()

  .name(”target1”)

  .identifier(”target1-identifier”)

  .attributes(

   new ImmutableMap.Builder<String, Object>()

    .put(”accountId”, “kmpySmUISimoRrJL6NL73w”)

    .put(”name”, “ObjectName5”)

    .put(”LicenseType”, “TRIAL”)

    .build())

   ,build();

Target target = Target.builder().name(”User1”).identifier(”user1@example.com”).b

Target target = 

  Target.builder()

  .name(”target1”)

  .identifier(”target1-identifier”)

  .attributes(

   new ImmutableMap.Builder<String, Object>()

    .put(”accountId”, “kmpySmUISimoRrJL6NL73w”)

    .put(”name”, “ObjectName5”)

    .put(”LicenseType”, “TRIAL”)

    .build())

   ,build();

Target target = Target.builder().name(”User1”).identifier(”user1@example.com”).b

Next, creating and coding the flag is really just a fancy if statement - wrapping the 
different code paths you want the different states of the flag to evaluate.

Add Individual Target

Add a Target with Attributes
Attributes are the properties of your target and used to define rules 
for your feature flags and segments.

Example of creating a flag in Java

Once you’re ready to implement an initial feature flag, there are only three key steps, 
conceptually:

1. Install the SDK;
2. Create and code the flag;
3. Set up your flag rules.

You can go here for more detailed implementation instructions using Harness Feature 
Flags specifically, but we’ll first look at this at a higher level in this eBook.

Installing the SDK is as simple as picking the right language. Harness breaks down SDK 
types between server and client, as client SDKs will run in the user’s session, while 
server SDKs will live in your application and evaluate entirely locally.

SDKs supported by Harness Feature Flags

— 
Your First 
Feature Flag

https://ngdocs.harness.io/article/0a2u2ppp8s-getting-started-with-continuous-features
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And, finally, creating the flag rules. If you’re not sure what that means, think of it this way: 
your feature flags get applied to end users of your application. We call those targets, 
other systems may call them users or sessions.  

Those targets have attributes that you define, such as email, licensing plan, location, or 
other custom characteristics. You can then use those attributes to decide which flags to 
serve them. For example:

- Show the true state of our “New UI” flag to all users in Texas;
- Show the 14 Day Trial state of our “Special Offer” flag to all users on the free plan;
-  Show the true state of our “New Offer Test” flag to all users globally, but turn it off 

tomorrow so we can review the data.

You have flexibility in designing these scenarios, because you can pick any attributes 
you want to be used for this type of targeting.

But, you can also keep it simple and enable or disable the flag across your entire 
application as well. This is great for launching new features - instead of a whole new 
deployment coordinated with your marketed press release time, just turn the flag on. 
Anyone can do it, and your engineers can keep working on the next big thing!

Managing feature flags in Harness
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Almost immediately when using flags, you’ll see a few things on the engineering side:

-  Velocity will increase, because you can merge feature branches sooner and deploy 
more often without worrying about isolating incomplete features;

-  It’s easier to control the state of changes across environments with less custom 
scripting or other secret admin commands;

-  You can hand things over to your PM, manager, or other stakeholders and let them 
decide when to turn things on so you don’t have to be interrupted.

And across the rest of the organization, you’ll see benefits as well:

-  You can serve your customers faster by letting anyone enable experimental or beta 
features without having to wait for engineering availability or responsiveness;

-  Release coordination greatly simplifies, as PMs and marketing teams can own releases 
fully without needing expensive and time-consuming launch coordination with 
engineering;

-  Everyone has more visibility into what’s available and where, due to feature flags 
providing a common UI for important new feature configuration.

Let’s say you’ve gotten flags in place and fully operational. What can you expect the 
impact to be? Is life going to be perfect? Is everything going to be much more complex? 
Let’s take a look at what you’re in for.

Key Benefits & Challenges 
Once in Operation

— 
Value of 
Feature Flags 
in Operation

While feature flags are great and will help your team right away, it’s worth looking ahead 
and calling out any new change in how your work introduces new pitfalls as well.

— 
Challenges 
to Watch For
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1. Over time, our flags accumulated. Teams didn’t 
take the time to clean them up, leading to messy, 
sprawling code and a lack of clarity around which 
flags still matter.

2. Our engineers create all these flags, I have no 
idea what they mean or what they do!

3. We don’t know who is responsible for turning a 
flag on. Sometimes it’s a salesperson, sometimes 
it’s a PM, sometimes engineering does it. It feels like 
playing hot potato.

4. Everyone who updates flags has, effectively, 
production access. This feels insecure!

Problem Solution

Most common feature flag problems can be divided into two broad areas of solution, 
ultimately:

Hygiene - name your flags well, provide descriptions, and treat flags like you would treat 
technical debt in the sense of defining a regular review and clean up process.
Stakeholder communication - Flags empower an entire organization to move faster and 
have more direct control, but with that comes a need to make sure your organization is 
explicit in how they want to use flags - and who should be involved.

While we are building product solutions to address all of these problems as part of Harness 
Feature Flags, talking internally will go a long way to solving them as well!

1. Have a discussion up front about how promptly 
to clean up flags once the feature has been widely 
rolled out, decide who will own that process, and 
agree on regular reviews of your flag inventory and 
necessity. 

2. Come up with a standard naming and description 
format for your flags, and agree with engineering 
to enforce and iterate when flag names and 
descriptions are not helpful. The easier the utility of 
a flag is to understand, the more value your entire 
organization will get out of flags.

3. There may not be one single owner for a flag. 
It is very likely to change as the utility of the flag 
progresses. Early on in development, it may only be 
relevant for engineers - but once it’s ready for beta 
use, you may want the support team to own it. Put 
together a cross-functional group to have a quick 
conversation outlining who should - and should not - 
update flags at different stages.

4. We recommend making extensive use of RBAC 
and bringing your security and compliance folks 
into the process to decide who to onboard to 
feature flags, and with what permission level. While 
feature flags do not give anyone access to customer 
data, they do give folks access to change your 
application’s configuration for customers - so you 
should make sure you’re intentional about who has 
that access.

With feature flags, some of the common issues we see are:
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The reality is that most organizations do build their own feature flag solutions. After all, 
on the surface, it’s pretty basic functionality to build. And that’s what gets them: their 
pace of innovation outpaces their basic feature flag solution. That’s where Harness 
Feature Flags comes in.

Harness Feature Flags is a new approach to feature flagging that empowers developers 
to release features with high velocity and low risk by utilizing automated feature flag 
pipelines, machine learning-based verification, and a developer-first GitOps experience.

We designed Harness Feature Flags with developers in mind. We want to meet 
developers where they are by storing and managing flag configurations in Git as simple 
YAML files for easy versioning and audit across any preferred environments.

Because developers really are the arbiters of feature flags at an organization, it makes 
sense to make it easy for them to get started and tie right into their existing workflows. 
Rather than have another tool to use, everything should be doable with code. Of course, 
for those who like adding a UI to the mix, Harness has just the thing.

Intelligent & Automated 
Feature Flags With Harness

— 
Developer-
First 
Experience

Flag:

  name: New UI Feature

  identifier: new_ui

  description: This is our new UI layout

  permanent: true

  flagtype: Boolean

  description: This is our new UI layout

Spec:

 variations:

  name: Show New UI

   value: true

  name: Hide New UI

   value: false

 default:

  on: Show New UI

   off: Hide New UI

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
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Developers can build flexible pipelines piecing together flag changes with notifications, 
timing, approval, and more. They can standardize release processes using reusable 
feature flag pipeline templates. Feature flag pipelines can be created using the visual 
pipeline builder and step library, and also by using config-as-code.

Automating progressive delivery with machine learning-based feature verification is 
a big part of the ease of use of Feature Flags. Harness can pull in all of the monitoring 
metrics that you use to automate feature or service verification and kick off remediation 
processes in case of any abnormalities. With feature flags, usually that’s as simple as 
turning it off. 

On the other hand, if you want to automate feature rollout across subsets of your user 
base, Harness can also use those same verifications to progressively deliver the feature. In 
this way, developers get the same level of control with feature flags as they’re used to with 
their deployments. In the end, simplifying the developer workflow is what it’s all about.

By using feature flag pipelines, developers can automate feature rollouts and reduce the 
time to go from commit to production. If you use other Harness modules like CI or CD, 
you can also extend those same pipelines into Feature Flags to further simplify software 
deployment. 

Harness Feature Flags also makes use of the same machine learning built into the 
Harness platform to automate progressive delivery.

Confidential / © Harness 2021

Step 1

Turn a flag on for 
10% of users

Monitor quality 
metrics and 
verifies health

Step 2

Step 3

Change feature 
flag configuration 
to 25% of users

Step 4

Notify team of 
configuration 
change via Slack 
and updates Jira

Step 5

Repeat steps 2-4 
until reaching 
100%

How Harness Feature Flags is different
Feature Flag Pipelines: Rollout with Ease

Automated Automated

Automated Automated

Confidential / © Harness 2021

— 
Feature Flag 
Pipelines

— 
Automated 
Feature 
Verification
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At Harness, we have the opportunity to see how hundreds of 
organizations do software delivery. Consistently, we’ve seen that 
organizations of all sizes struggle to release with confidence.  
As organizations deliver more software faster than ever before, it 
becomes imperative to create a solid foundation for being able to 
reliably and consistently deliver great software.

Feature flags can be a great way for any individual developer or 
organization to align more closely to their users and simplify their 
own lives, especially as it relates to software deployment. Ultimately, 
feature flags provide a powerful avenue for organizations to add 
another layer of control, velocity, and risk management to their 
software delivery processes. While they’re simple to get going, the 
challenge really comes with keeping up with the pace and scale 
required to reap the same benefits. 

We hope that this eBook provided you a good understanding of where 
and how feature flags might be applicable in your own software 
development.

In Conclusion
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